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A new urban fantasy novel.Magick. Love. Power. An enchanting dark soul, Lady Isra, meets Astrid

the raven. They share a love that leaves them both gasping for more! Lady Isra is cautious of the

human race. Hiding herself by casting a spell transforming everything black. Isra meets an intriguing

selection of friends and foes, from Astrid the raven to Romeo the python, and the mysterious Kane.

Kane seeks Lady Isra out. Kane and Isra meet, the tension slowly building up between them as he

finds himself trapped in her kingdom. Will Kane win over Lady Isra? "Her Blackened Soul", is the

first instalment in Isra Sravenheart's Blackened Series. ItÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s a dark fantasy fairy tale of

power and magick featuring beautiful, energetic love. Are you brave enough to enter her bewitching

kingdom and delve into this subliminal fantasy?**Now includes bonus content including alternative

ending**
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A deliciously wicked tale...This Lady Isra of the Dark weaves a Lovely and Magical Fantasy



tale-spell, and it is told/done quite well!warning - *spoiler alert* - below...But, it made me so sad,

when that magnificent dragon had to die...

Good book. Cant wait for the next one!!!

The idea was good write a book about a villain and it started in a really nice way but somewhere In

the middle of the book the story felt short I feel the revenge that moved the story forward was not

enough and fell flat and even boring at times. Isra could have had a showdown with some heros or

angels it would have been good to have her destroy some champions of the light but saddly that

was not meant to be and also WTF happened to Romeo?

wonderfully dark and intense, this author really fed me the story!

Didn't finish the book as it wasn't my taste.

Lady Isra is a witch with a blackened soul which makes for one very wicked witch.Lady Isra met a

python in the woods and they became friends. Romeo warned her of a man who would approach

her seeking help. She set forth a plan for this man and his destruction.Lady of the Dark, Isra, hates

humans especially the weak ones. Humans who have a strong spiritual gift of feelings and emotions

for one another. She has no one she can trust.When Kane approached Isra seeking help, she gave

him two options. He was now her slave and a prisoner of her hidden kingdom. Will she kill him or

will he change her heart?Her curious nature, about the worthless humans, sends her on a trip, in

disguise, to the nearest village. There she meets Lillian, Kane's fiancee. Does Lillian change Isra's

views about humans?Astrid, a raven, is Lady Isra's closest friend and confidant. He is her eyes and

ears to protect her. What is Isra plan for Astrid?Who will betray the Lady of the Dark with a

blackened soul?The author sends us on a journey into a fantasy, paranormal world of evil and

destruction that keeps you intrigued from the very beginning.I loved this book! I can't wait for the

next installment and would recommend this book!I'm volunteering at honest review for an advanced

readers copy.

Great story! Lady Isra is so evil, you keep hoping that somewhere there is a little bright light in her

heart. She hates everything except her moonlight walks and her delicious evil ways. She practices

her dark art to make herself more evil and more powerful. She captures a young man from a



neighboring village and devotes herself to making his life miserable as her slave. If he had any hope

of escaping, she has taken that away. The story is about a dark soul. You hope that something will

good will happen to change Isra's heart.

This is a story of revenge and love. Isra wants revenge on Human kind for how they treated her.

She has slain Dragons and has more dark magic then anyone else. But only two friends. A snake

named Romeo and a Raven names Astrid.Kane is a simple warrior with the power to see. He seeks

out the Dark Lady and asks for a favour, he is turned into her slaveand looses so much, starting with

his freedom and ending with death.Astrid loves Lady Isra and will do anything for her. Even allow

the Lady to make the transformation froM Raven to Human.This story has a very slow start and was

difficult to get into, but on I got into the story the pages seemed to turn the,selves.Can Lady Isra

love again? Will Kane ever get over his selfishness? Will Astrid's love be enough for Lady Isra?
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